
 

Partner Search Form  

Europe for Citizens Programme 

Applicant 

Name of the organization Municipality Săcălășeni 

PIC 931901020 

Address (street, city, country) Str. Unirii nr.87 Săcălășeni, Maramureș County 

Phone / fax 0262 289333 

Website  www.sacalaseni.ro 

Contact person Bondrea Barbara Christa 

E-mail and telephone of the 
contact person 

bby_bondrea@yahoo.com 

Short description of the 
organization (max. 1200 
characters) 

Săcălăşeni is a commune in Maramureş County, 
Romania. It is composed of three villages: Coruia 
(Karuly), Culcea (Kővárkölcse) and Săcălăşeni. From 
1968 to 2004, it also included four other villages. These 
were then split off to recreate Coaş and Coltău 
Communes. 

Municipality of Săcălăşeni has participated as a partner 
in the project “ACTIVE EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP 
FOR LEGALITY” in the Europe for Citizens program in 
2011.  

The aim of the project was culture of legality and 
promotion of an active, participatory and mindful 
citizenship based on the voluntary commitment of each 
one in order to assure the sense of justice and civil 
liberties at any local level.  

Municipality of Săcălăşeni has also participated as a 
partner in "Youth in Action for Social Inclusion", at the 
initiative of Olmedo Municipality - Italy municipality. 

A group of eight young people from Săcălăşeni 
attended the first action of the project, an exchange of 
experiences between young people from Italy, Spain, 
Scotland. 

 

Description of the project proposal 

Strand, Measure 
Stand 2 

Measure 2.1 Twinning of towns 
 

Submission deadline 01.03.2017 

Title of the project Cooperation inter-regional   europe citizens 

Short description of the project 
(aims, objectives, main activities, 

Objectives :To know the citizens of the two towns, 
making friends, knowing the history, geography, 



 

target group, venues, expected 
results) (max. 1500 characters) 

animals, flowers, legends,the economic situation, 
people, crafts, hospitality and local cuisine. 
Encouraging dialogue between European citizens and 
institutions UE. Working in the project has encouraged 
citizens dialogue with European institutions.             
The purpose of these activities and events was 
organized to inform the citizens as well as to encourage 
a constructive dialogue. 
Through a number of activities to increase awareness, 
the project wanted to help citizens to familiarize 
themselves with EU institutions and policies as well as 
the means at their disposal to express their opinions 
and send points politicians their views at European 
level. 
At the same time, participants will be familiar with 
online interaction tools: forums, websites, platforms, 
blogs and useful Internet addresses where they can 
express their views. 
National and international conferences included in 
roundtable discussions, which are other mechanisms 
through which citizens can express their views. 
The purpose of these activities and events organized 
was to inform as good citizens, to encourage 
constructive dialogue and possible cooperation 
contracts (services, presentation or exhibition with sale 
items Traditional food and nonfood) between small 
businesses and local artisans. 
The activities carried out in collaboration with 
international partners have reached a European 
dimension by debates stressed the importance and role 
of the European Union, its institutions. 
EU programs were presented development seminars 
were held on "Active Ageing and Solidarity between 
Generations', emphasizing the importance of inter-
regional cooperation - 8:21 p.m. Europe by Europeans 
citizens. 
The activities have reached a cultural and social 
dimension, contributing to the evolution of traditional 
folk bands, where artists were able to interact, to 
transmit cultural values regional developments that 
have delighted audiences. 

Activities: 

• Visiting the village and city institutions  •Hiking the 
Citadel Chioarului, Monastery Habra and the historical 
museum Sandor Petofi 
To know the history of the neighborhood  •Visit to the 
Youth Centre, recovery and rehabilitation ,, Pinocchio 
"who were institutionalized  •Visit the cultural sites of 
local and national interest, Pain Memorial Museum in 
Sighet)  • Learning  3 dances and songs specific to the 
(local) and  3 folk dances and songs specific to the 
area (invited) 
• Working Hours manual for local folk art: Production 
stirrups in bottles, tissue to war, wall decorations in 
handloom 
 • Exhibition of Fine Arts "course visit the pottery from 
the potter's house ,," in Baia Sprie 
- Debate on the theme "Development through 



 

European programs" 
- Art parade and sport •The evolution of folk bands, 
local folk artists, international music 
• Visit to a dairy farm in the village to know the life of a 
farm and prepare specific products  • Preparation of a 
pig according to two local cuisines; • competitions and 
other activities  
• Meeting with local politicians; • Presentations on the 
theme the history of the two towns and the European 
Union.  
• Participation in job ecumenical Mass at Assumption 
Church ,, Coruia; Cultural associations were actively 
involved (folk), sports associations, educational 
institutions, culture.  
Thinking project activities, data and objectives, the two 

partners have done together, through the meeting 

Target groups: 25 people from partner and local 

participants asociations and village residents 

Expected result: Concrete exchange of knowledge and 
projects at international level on the value of 
volunteerism to prmomote legality, prevent and combat 
crime, racism and xenophobia.  

Programming of future joint activities between the 
involved partners and non profit organisations active in 
the field, 

- to encourage concrete exchange of knowledge and 
projects at international level on the value of 
volunteerism as promoter of legality in preventing and 
combating crime, racism and xenophobia.  

- to encourage programming of future joint activities 
between the involved partners and non profit 
organisations active in the field. The partners 
delegations that will include members of the target 
groups (young, teachers, local representatives) will 
deeply know each other and have the occasion to work 
together in exchange effective project and practices at 
institutional level exchanging knowledge on the 
respective local/regional situations. 

Signature of a town twinning cooperation agreement on 
active joint cultural policies to promote Active 
Citizenship for Legality. 

Results and impact:  
-Citizens Sacalaseni village realized that they are 
citizens of Europe that have much to offer. Increased 
self-confidence in their future. 
-Promotion and dissemination of the project: the 
program's logo posted on each material used; a 
presentation program; project information on the 
website commune; articles in newspapers County; 
reports on local television; The involvement of partners 
in the conception; implementation and evaluation. 
To encourage constructive dialogue and possible 
cooperation contracts (services, presentation or 
exhibition with sale items Traditional food and nonfood) 



 

between small businesses and local artisans. 

Timetable of the project 02.09.2017  -  05.09.2017  

Role / tasks of the partner 
organization in the project 

Partner 
 
Encourage and facilitate involvement of citizens more 
widely in the European Union, increasing cultural 
participation of citizens walking a better understanding 
of its origins 
Raising awareness of the history and common values, 
and about the purpose of the Union. 

Profile of the partners/ type of 
organization 

- 

Preferred countries (if applicable) - 

Comments from the applicant - 

Deadline for expression of interest - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


